This paper aims at investigating the effect of planar scaling on microstrip patch antenna performance. To this end, nine antennas with different sizes are fabricated on the same FR4 substrate with thickness of 1mm with different scale factors. Results indicate some deviations between the expected and obtained simulated and measured resonant frequency which could be mainly due to the truncation error effect, frequency dependent properties of selected substrate and the SMA connector effect in the scaling process. All the influential factors are studied in detail through the paper. Also, the theoretical study of findings provides some mathematical models which help to predict the deviation of measured and simulated resonant frequency in respect with expected values. Detailed discussion on the scaling process and its effect on the antenna performance would be presented.
Introduction
The tendency and ability to solve difficult problems with the aim of establishing new techniques to invent desirable processes is one of the most brilliant human capabilities. The mathematical model of dynamic properties of coupled electric and magnetic fields, the Maxwell Equations (ME), is an excellent example of such an achievement [1] . These equations are valid, regardless of the size and complexity of the structure. Also their scale-invariable property, which was investigated and proved by Hamdan [2] , has attracted considerable attention in different applications, such as Radar Cross Section (RCS) measurement [3] . Historical review of scaling and its applications in electromagnetism reveals the great devoted attempt on scaling of the original structure into a smaller one [4, 5] . However, the advent of some new concepts, such as Nantenna [6] and Rectenna [7] , has called the need of new requirement in scaling technique which needs to reverse the scaling procedure, that is, to scale up a Nano-sized structure for initial prototyping, measurement and tuning.
Clearly, the scaling is an interesting process, due to the fact that, it makes the measurement process more easy and possible. As one of the first attempts, the scaling of a 2.4 GHz rectenna by NASA could be found in [8] . Similar to any other mathematical models, the MEs do not dealt with limitations of real world applications and require some especial considerations while the predictions are carried out.
These limitations are inherent nonlinear or frequency dependent properties of materials [9] , mechanical tolerances in manufacturing processes [10] , the method and precision of measurement techniques [11] and expressing methods [12] , which should be investigated for any accurate predictions.
As a prerequisite to the main problem, the findings of most brilliant scholars such as Galileo Galilei which described as Galilean Transformation (GT) [13, 14] is explored. Any Newtonian Equations are invariant under GT [15] . This phenomena means that the measurement of location, speed, acceleration, and etc. are identical in any random frame, or equally any arbitrary coordination system, regardless of its linear speed. This great observation was valid until the emergence of MEs in 1865 [1] . The four constituent equations of introduced mathematical model were shown good convergence into experimental results, but were not valid after applying GT [15] . So the MEs are not invariant under GT. For example, applying GT to Gauss' law yields in unbounded increase of electron density during the time pass, which is in contradiction with law of charge conservation [14].
Poincare's investigations on Lorentz works yielded the establishment of Lorentz Transformation, or simply the LT, which tied the space and the time using Lorentz Factor [16] . This means that in any set of LT-invariant equations the time and space dependent variables could be scaled using appropriate considerations.
The newly introduced space-time concept, mutually, redefined the imaginations about coordination systems. Einstein's special relativity finalized the investigations by speculation of constancy of speed of light for any random frame of reference [17] . The well-known and ancient 3D coordination system should dance harmoniously with Time to be adapt the empirical results with mathematical models of electromagnetism. This caused the MEs to be invariant under LT, a great discovery which was less discussed thoroughly. Scalability of electromagnetic structures, as a necessary consequence of MEs' invariability under LT, was first studied and formulated by Sinclair, by defining four dimensionless scaling parameters, α, β, р and γ and applying some assumptions [15] . The formulated results were categorized into "Absolute Model" and "Practical Geometrical Model" and are partially still in use. The concept was again surveyed meticulously by Hamdan and his collogues [2] .
Some specific concepts or applications of scalability of microstrip structures were studied before [8, 18, 19 and 24] .
To complete an accurate insight into the issue and to generate useful estimations on effect various participating but unavoidable parameters on predictions, this paper compares simulation, prediction and measurement results of nine antennas which all of their dimensions are scaled except of substrate thickness.
Methods and Materials
To ensure the appropriate scaling of the MEs and the electromagnetic structure, some theoretical and technical considerations are applied. These considerations also control the level of unwanted errors during numerical simulation of the proposed structures. It is worth noting that the study is carried out for a sample antenna. To keep the generality of the study, the exact value of parameters are not a matter of interest.
Computer Aided Design Simulation
A simple rectangular microstrip-fed patch antenna, shown in Figure. To ensure the accuracy of simulation and its conformity to required considerations [4] , it should be mentioned that in all of the simulations the bandwidth was set to be less than 0.01% of simulation frequency, or fs, and was achieved by iterative fine tuning of the fs and simulation bandwidth. This ensures that appropriate sizing of the meshes during the simulation process. Likewise, the calculated resonant frequency of antenna or fr and fs were set to be adjacent and the maximum achieved difference is 0.13% of fs. The simulated metallic layers of patch antenna were considered to be with a thickness of 0.35μm and to be as rough as 0.017μm [22] . Moreover, the final antennas are not metallized during their production and will be remained unchanged for various scale-factors, or simply SF. Hence, the metallic layers' conductivity was set to be equal to copper's conductivity. The associated air-box and the wave-port of the simulation were scaled automatically using mathematical formulation in simulation coordination system.
With the aim of exploring the scaling effect on antenna performance, nine antennas, including the initial one, with equal shape and various sizes are designed, manufactures and some of their essential parameters are studied. As all the antennas have similar physical shapes, and only the sizes are different, the simulation results would directly reveal the scaling effect on antenna performance. It is worth noting that different scaling processes could be envisages. As an instance, the effect of substrate thickness scaling was investigated thoroughly in [18] , it was excluded to be scaled and the 2D-scaling is focused.
It is worth mentioning that some of actual values and parameters are not scalable due to technological or practical limitations. Inability of scaling the surface roughness, which will directly affect the surface resistance of metallic parts at higher frequency, was firstly seen and reported in RCS measurement applications [21] . Moreover, chemical or LASER etch techniques will smoothen the surface as much as possible, but the actual degree of smoothness is not under control and is useless in precise scaling processes [22] .
As another one, the electrical conductivity of scaled metallic parts is required to be squared with respect to scaling factor [4] . The electrical conductivity is an inherent parameter of materials and mostly could not be controlled, especially while not using superconducting metals. The aforementioned parameters, which could not be scaled, are the same for all the nine antennas and their effect could be suitably neglected. 
SFs
The SFs could be selected arbitrarily, as it is a dimensionless real number. Herein, the SFs are chosen based on available thicknesses of FR4 substrate, defining nine scales factors, ranging from 1 to 0.078125, as reported in Table 1 . As the paper has focused on the "Planar Scaling", the substrate thickness is 1mm (z-axis) in simulation and for fabricated antennas. The values of "Available Substrate Thicknesses" have been used to calculate the Scaling-factor for x-and y-axis. This means all of the antennas are simulated for FR4 substrate with constant thickness of 1mm and fabricated on it (constant z), but with scaled planar size (scaled x and y).The effect of substrate thickness on resonance frequency of microstrip antenna includes some "erratic" results for thicknesses greater than 0.02λ0 and inconsistency in prediction of resonant impedance [18] . For further investigation variable thickness of substrate is excluded to be scaled and the 2D-scaling is focused.
The constant substrate thickness violates the scaling principles [4] ; so the results will not follow the predictions as expected and some drifts would be measured. The initial size of A1 is of high importance due to the limitations of available PCB production technologies. In fact, the initial values should be selected so that the smallest antenna could be manufactured easily using the available manufacturing technologies.
Truncation Error Considerations
The available computational resources, such as memory or processing capabilities, limits the number of handle-able digits of Real numbers. The eliminated part causes small errors which become more and more considerable in massive numerical calculations. The effect of Truncation Error during numerical calculations has been investigated previously and governing formulation for upper limit of truncation error, namely ET, has been reported [12] . Herein the unbalanced number of preserved digits for measurement, 10 digits, and simulation, 16 digits, was chosen to lower the ET as low as 0.01% of non-truncated value. This is also the maximum difference of measured and simulated values which could be caused by truncation processes. 
Antenna Manufacturing
All the nine antennas with the aforementioned SFs, as listed in Table 1 , are fabricated on 1mm FR4 substrate and are shown in Figure. 2. Similar Computer Numerical Control router is adopted in cutting process of all the antennas. It is a well-studied fact that dielectric properties of FR4 substrate are widely violated for various FR4 sheets manufacturer [23] . To eliminate the probable introduced error due to use of sheets from different manufacturers, the antennas are printed on FR4 sheets from single vendor and from a single batch of production. For measurement purpose and as the standard electrical connectors are not scalable, SMA connectors of minimum size from a known manufacturer are selected and soldered to the aforementioned nine antennas carefully.
Results and Discussion
To shed light on the scaled microstrip-fed antennas' performance, the fabricated antennas are measured in antenna and microwave laboratory. Before measurement, the antennas are cleansed using isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to remove any dust, soldering debris and any unwanted materials such as soldering oil. The first resonant frequency and complex value of S11 are measured. The obtained data are sorted, post processed and compared with the simulated ones. Finally four set of information are extracted and studied as follows:
3.1. S11 Variation S11 curves for the aforementioned nine antennas in 400MHz span around their resonant frequency are shown in Figure. 3. It is clearly seen that variation of SF, causes significant variation in resonant frequency of antennas. The A7 antenna, despite its fluctuating behavior, is the most matched one as its S11's magnitude in 36% less than A1's at their resonant frequency. It can be considered as direct effect of reduction in SF, but as it will be shown later in this paper, this phenomena is due to unwanted effect of selected electrical connection. As can be seen, reduction of SF results in fluctuations increase. This is the side effect of using SMA connector which was not scaled down during scaling process. Figure. 3. The variation of S11 of various antennas in 400MHz span around their resonant frequency. The hashed are in center of plot is the equal fractional bandwidth of A1 in respect to 400MHz for A7.
Resonance Frequency
The expected, simulated and measured values of resonant frequency are shown in Figure. 4. There are measurable deviation between measured and simulated values of resonance frequency and the predicted ones. Also this deviation is SF dependent; as it is illustrated clearly in Figure. 5, for C5, and B6. The value of resonant frequency which obtained from simulation and measurement for A1 is considered to be the initial expected value of resonant frequency, or fe. The expected resonant frequency for various SFs, is calculated as:
While p= 1, a direct consequence of scale-invariability of Maxwell equations [4] . As can be seen, both curves, which deviate from expected value, are converging. Deviations are exponentially changing and seem to increase unbounded. Normalized deviations as large as 5.7% and 8.4% for measured and simulated resonant frequency in the case of A6 are measureable and indispensable. 
S11 Magnitude Deviation
Based on the results obtained in [4] , the final scaling coefficient for power levels is (SF) -2 . The definition of S11, as logarithmic division of reflected and incident power, will remain unchanged during the scaling process. Hence, it is expected to have the measured S11 of A1 unchanged during scaling process. Measured and simulated values of S11 magnitudes at correspondent resonant frequency of each antenna are tabulated and their respective curves are illustrated in Figure. 6.
As described in section 2.1, the initial size of the antenna, for A1, was selected arbitrarily. So the exact value of its S11 is not of interest so far. The simulated results show meaningful, predictable and smooth decrease in S11 magnitude. Also the measured values follow the decaying behavior of simulated ones, but with some fluctuations. Finally the measured value drifted about -36.4%, means that the antennas with lower SFs exhibit better matching. The small fluctuation is mainly because of unwanted effect of unscaled SMA connector that will be discussed in detail in next section. Figure. 6. The decaying measured and simulated magnitude of S11 for various antennas (with soldered SMA connector) as function of scale-factor.
The SMA Connector
Being the same for all of the antennas, the effect of SMA connector is also supposed to be the same. But the no-load S11 curve of the connector reveals its unpredictable effect on overall performance of antennas. The mentioned curves beside the values of that at resonant frequency of proposed antennas are illustrated in Figure. 7. Figure. 7. The no-load S11 of SMA connector (without microstrip antenna). The position of resonant frequency of various antennas were shown using bold blue dots. Also the associated parameters of deployed Logistic Approximation curve (red solid line) were provided too. Figure. 8. The no-load S11 of SMA connector and S11 magnitude of A7 antenna. The hashed area represents the expected window which A7 resonant frequency must be found.
The S11 curve of SMA connector decreases as the frequency increases from 1.5 to 10 GHz. Especially at frequencies above 15 GHz, the connector starts to radiate very efficiently and affects the overall performance of A6 antenna as shown in Figure. 8. The fluctuating behaviors of SMA connector's performance and S11 of A7 antenna at frequencies as high as 16.5 to 24 GHz are also depicted in Figure. 8. Based on simulation results, the resonant frequency of A7 was predicted to be around 19.6030GHz. Due to previously described errors and tolerances, the proposed antenna's resonant frequency should be found in ~2.0GHz span around the expected frequency, as illustrated with hashed area in Figure. 8.
As seen, the SMA connector shows to be efficiently matched at this frequency range, even in the absence of its radiative structure. Also S11 curve fluctuates harmoniously in about every 180MHz. This results in eleven local minimum in connector's S11 curve within 2.0GHz symmetrical span around expected frequency. It is worth noting that the connector's S11 magnitude at the expected resonant frequency of A7 is at least 2.5 to 7 times of that of the other antennas. Also fA and fB are retarded and advanced resonant frequencies of A7, respectively 2 and 3.8 GHz away of expected resonant frequency. There are no clear evidence showing they are the scaled versions of resonant frequency of other antennas. This is the reason of absence of A7's performance characteristics in some of illustrated figures.
The Theoretical Interpretations and Mathematical Models
Scaling, as manipulation of coordination system of an electromagnetic structure, showed some sort of deviations between the numerical simulation results and real-world measurement values in respect with their correspondent theoretically calculated expected values. As the shape of antennas were scaled precisely, the calculated deviation, i.e. in Figure 4 , is independent of shape of antenna. This deviation show an exponential-like behavior which is clearly SFdependent. While the frequency-dependent properties of FR4 substrate varies smoothly, the deviation between calculated and measured resonant frequencies could be calculated as:
While the SF is the dimensionless Scaling-factor of antenna. On the other hand, the deviation between simulated and measured values for resonant frequency could be modeled as:
As seen in Figure 9 , these approximations are useful to calculate the upper-and lower-limit of probable deviation in resonant frequency of the scaled antennas. Also, at SF-e≈0.21 the deviations are equal to each other and
At this point the former correspondent curves of upperand lower-limit of frequency deviations swap their logical meaning. Based on the type of approximation method, the point in which the equality of (2) and (4) happens, or the SF-e, varies, but the two curves intersects always. It is believed that while the unwanted effect of unscaled SMA connector increases at higher frequencies, the simulation software also uses its internal mathematical models, such as DjordjevicSarkar model [25] , to take the frequency-dependent properties of FR4 substrate into the account. At SF-e.
Also the SMA connector, as an unscaled element of antenna structure, plays an important role specially and smaller scale-factors, or identically at higher frequencies. For example, as illustrated in Figure 2 , the size of the SMA connector in about %78 in length and %68 in width of the A7's. This means that after soldering the SMA connector, the overall size of the A7 antenna in some directions has roughly doubled. Clearly, use of proposed SMA connector is not suggestible for lesser Scale-factors, in spite of its ability to handle higher frequencies. Figure 7 and 8 illustrates its inherent behavior in absence of any soldered electromagnetic structure. The proposed fluctuating no-load S11 curve shows predictable behavior which could be modeled as 
While f, as the frequency, should be in Hz. As seen in Figure 8 , the SMA connector tends to become more matched at higher frequencies. This is mostly because of its electrical length at those frequencies which become more and more comparable with the effective wavelength of guided and propagated signals. So it starts to radiate efficiently. The fluctuating behavior of S11 for A6 and A7 antennas in Figure 3 illustrates this fact figuratively. 
Application Note
To apply the findings, some essential hints and assumptions are required. First of all, as the "Substrate Scaling" of microstrip antenna had been studied before [24] , this paper has focused on the "Planar Scaling". This means the antenna will be resized but the thickness of substrate and of metallic layer remain constant. This is, mostly, useful when the performance-related parameters of a scaled-up or -down version of an embedded antenna is required. To do that, some important issues should be taken into account, which are categorized and explained in Table 2 . Table 2 . The required consideration in scaling process.
Subject

Consideration(s)
The Materials
As the superposition property is valid for MEs, they are considered as a linear system. As described in [4] , use of non-linear or non-homogenous materials, such as Ferrite and Sapphire respectively, distorts this linearity. On the other hand it affects the scale-invariability of MEs.
The Substrate
It is highly suggested to select substrate of the original and scaled antennas form same manufacturer and same batch of production. This reduces the unwanted tolerances in εr of the dielectric material, the thickness and electrical conductivity of the bounded metallic films on both sides of the substrates. Designed Electrical Connections
All of the associated electrical connections, including the feed-line, directional couplers, filters, etc. should be scaled too.
Standard Electrical Connectors/ Connections
The scaling of standard electrical connectors or connections is technologically hard to achieve and financially inefficient. As long as there are an unscaled connection in electromagnetic structure, it causes some deviations.
Truncation Error
As described in [12] , the truncation error is, potentially, the source of unwanted error if the rounding procedure occurs for unsuitable rounding position. The number of digits which should be retained for measurement and simulation results are highly dependent on the accuracy of your measurement device and also the available computational resources of simulator.
Resonant Frequency Deviation
For microstrip antenna with soldered SMA connector, the (2) and (4) hand the upper-and lower-limit of deviations for various Scale-factors. The measured deviation is mostly because of frequency-dependent properties of FR4 substrate and also of the unscaled SMA connector.
Conclusion
The Maxwell equations use space-time coordination system and some inherent properties of associated materials of an electromagnetic structure to predict its electrical and magnetic behaviors. So any fluctuation in these parameters along space-time axis affects the measured or calculated results. For example, the nonhomogeneous distribution of electrical permittivity of associated dielectrics results in nonuniform or unpredictable distribution of electrical capacitance along the involved physical axis. The final reactance, which plays significant rule in resonant frequency of electromagnetic structure, will be affected inevitably. This example can be generalized if tolerances in magnetic permeability or physical dimensions to be considered too.
The effects of planar scaling on performance of microstrip patch antenna, fabricated on 1mm FR4 substrate, were investigated. To reduce the unwanted errors in measurements, calculations and expressing the results, the truncation error was limited to be less than 0.01%. The A7 antenna, as the smallest one, showed the best value of S11 magnitude on its probable resonant frequency with 36% improvement in respect with A1. But some fluctuations were observed in 400 MHz span around resonant frequency of A6 and A7 which could be the direct consequence of unscaled SAM connector. The resonant frequency of proposed antennas increases as SF decreases. The measured and simulated resonant frequencies of eight out of nine antennas were shown good convergence to predictions. Lower SFs were associated with larger drift between simulated and measured values in respect with expected resonant frequency, which is as high as 8.3% or 750MHz for A6. The constant thickness of the substrate and also frequency dependent value of its dielectric constant are the major sources of drifts. The change rate of the mentioned drift is also smooth, predictable and SF-dependent. The magnitude of measured and simulated S11 also deviated from predicted value which were smooth and predictable as scale-factor decreases, but fluctuating for measured values. In both cases the matching of antenna was enhanced for smaller antennas.
The SMA's frequency dependent characteristics as well as its ability to radiate directly and its unsuitability in scaling applications were shown. The theoretical interpretation of results shed lights on importance of involved standard electrical connectors and handed a simple mathematical model to predict the behavior of selected SMA connector, as well as of upper-and lower limits of frequency deviations. Additionally, to simplify the design procedure and to summarize it for real-world applications, the findings has categorized in tabular form. Despite of all of the above mentioned errors, drifts and tolerances the resonant frequencies showed considerable likeness to predictions of precedent works which validates the results. 
